Abstract. In this contribution we compute some nonleptonic and semileptonic decay widths of B s mesons, working in the context of constituent quark models [? ? ]. For the case of semileptonic decays we consider reactions leading to kaons or different J π D s mesons. The study of nonleptonic decays has been done in the factorisation approximation and includes the final states enclosed in Table 2 .
Introduction
The description of CP violation in the Standard Model demands an accurate knowledge of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix. Being the b-sector the one known with lesser precision, a precise quantitative study of the weak decays of B and B s mesons is needed. In this contribution we summarise our studies of the semileptonic decays B s into K and D s estates, and some of the nonleptonic decays studied in Refs.[? ? ], evaluated in the context of a constituent quark model.
Semileptonic B s → K decay
The hadronic matrix element for this decay can be parametrised in terms of the form factors f + and f 0 . If we neglect the mass of the leptons, only f + contributes to the differential decay width
with G F being the Fermi constant, |V ub | the modulus of the corresponding CKM matrix element and In Table 1 we show our results for the branching ratios. As shown in 
4B s → csM F
We have also calculated the decay width for two-meson nonleptonic reactionsB s → csM F where M F is a light pseudoscalar or vector meson. These decays correspond to a b → c transition at the quark level. These transitions are governed, neglecting penguin operators, by the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (53) of Ref [? ] . See Refs. [? ? ] for further details. We shall work in the factorisation approximation, i. e., the hadron matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian are evaluated as a product of quark-current matrix elements. One of these is the matrix element of the B s transition to one of the final mesons, while the other is determined by the decay constant of the other meson. In Table 2 Table 2 . Branching ratios for the decays above.
